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Barbara Zurer Pearson, Ph.D., a bilingualism expert with 

more than twenty years of research experience in the fields of 

bilingualism and linguistics, is a Research Associate at the University of 

Massachusetts. Her pioneering work on bilingual learning by infants and 

children and on language assessment has been published in scholarly 

journals and in the book Language and Literacy in Bilingual Children.
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Raising a Bilingual ChilD  is the perfect step-by-step 
guide for parents who want their young children to become bilingual.
 This friendly manual provides you with solid scientific arguments 
for raising your child bilingually and practical steps you can take to 
integrate two (or more) languages into your child’s daily routine. 
 The book also includes many inspirational accounts from parents 
and childhood bilinguals. It dispels the myths about bilingualism and 
explains how learning multiple languages at a young age can enhance 
your child’s overall intellectual and emotional development.
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“This book is an invaluable resource for today’s parents: it provides them 
with clear, eminently readable, and trustworthy guidelines they can use to 

help the child learn a second language.”

—J. Kevin Nugent, Ph.D., Director, The Brazelton Institute, Children’s Hospital, Boston 
and Harvard University; Professor, Child and Family Studies, UMASS at Amherst

“This book is sure to become a classic! . . .  
Parents should appreciate this important book.”

—Kenji Hakuta, Ph.D., Lee L. Jacks Professor of Education, Stanford University

“This is a book that inspires confidence that the choice of bilingualism  
is a good one for parents, for children, and for our society.”

—Donna Christian, Ph.D., President, Center for Applied Linguistics, Washington D.C.


